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This feature works with single layer walls. It has options to automatically place selected rebar shapes in 90-degree-wall
joints based on your configurations.

There are a few tabs for defining reinforcement for different situations.

The external faces of the joined walls determine whether it is an outer or inner corner. Select a wall in the Revit plan to
see opposing arrows visible on the external side of the wall.

Select a wall in the plan to see whether it is an L or B wall. The blue color will indicate how the walls are joined.

Settings of rebar shape, covers, and lengths are based on the pictures of each currently available rebar shape:
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Bar Shapes - Bar1 and Bar2 - options to extend Horizontal bars, defined in External/Internal Reinforcement
settings. Other shapes will create new rebars in the corners of the walls.

New item - adds an additional row to define shape and layout for selected rebar shape.
CI, CE, LI, LE, a, b - cover and length settings presented in the picture
Layout direction - vertical layout rule for selected rebar shape
   Start - rebars will be placed from the bottom of the wall by the defined Spacing starting with the Start offset value
from the wall bottom. No bars will be created within the End offset limit.
    End - rebars will be placed from the top of the wall by the defined Spacing starting with the End offset value from the
wall top. No bars will be created within the Start offset limit.
    Start End - similar to Start, but additional rebar will always be created at End offset position.
    Center - layout will be centered based on wall height. Start offset will serve as a limit where bars will not be created, at
the top and bottom of the wall.
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